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rajkumar santoshi has a way of writing outcast characters that is extremely difficult to ignore. in ghayal, the character of sajjan is a larger-than-life presence that, for all his over-the-topness, one cant help but sympathise with. here, his character is no less memorable than that of the film itself, with his antics livening up the otherwise drab film. there is something about the character of poola that is the perfect foil for the outcast-turned-actress of the film. the film is a celebration of the working class, and rajkumar santoshi captures the spirit of the working class with a brilliant screenplay. he keeps the film from becoming too didactic,
which is not always the case with films dealing with such sensitive subject matter. one only wishes the film had been made in hindi. santoshi does not shy away from the family tradition that he comes from. his script is extremely tight, and there is no room for explanation. his images are always large and sprawling. he has a knack for capturing large group of people in a room in one shot, a technique which lends a real sense of scale to the proceedings. on the whole, the film is a real crowd-pleaser, but the last half hour is somewhat misplaced. santoshis script is at its best when he uses the film to showcase the working class of

today, but he fails to give the film any momentum in its last act. there is something about santoshis films that are a bit cerebral. these films have usually a story that seems to suggest that its rooted in real life, and that all these characters are very close to real people. for example, in khakee, there is a scene where an actor named anand watches a dvd of a film called jai santoshi maa. he then proceeds to show his friend the story. it is a wonderful depiction of the creative process and illustrates the possibilities for story-telling.
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One of the finest directors working in Hindi cinema is Rajkumar Santoshi. His work encompasses action, comedy and drama in equal measure and he's an extremely talented writer too. Santoshi likes to put interesting characters in the spotlight and create dynamic relationships. His films have stood the
test of time. Santoshi has not done a film in five years, but one can only hope that he will return with some great films soon. In the meanwhile, one can only hope that he continues to do what he does best. The word Blockchain is a creation of Santoshi, but the technology was first introduced by Satoshi
Nakamoto in 2008. Satoshi Nakamoto used Bitcoin as a testing ground to prove his discoveries, which he published in a paper on October 31, 2008, titled Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System . He named his creation bitcoin with a combination of lowercase and uppercase letters. The Bitcoin

whitepaper explains how Bitcoin works and how it can be used as electronic cash. Bitcoin was introduced as a rival to traditional payment methods, but in later years, it has become a complementary method of payment. Santoshi was born as Santoshi Dattatreya Mathew on December 25, 1968 in Chennai,
India. He has a master's degree in literature. He made his debut as a director with the film Manmauji with music by AR Rahman in 1996. From there, he scored music for other successful films like Angada, Kajraare, Ponthan Solnai, Randam Bhavai, Kora Kagaz, Sir, Ghatothkachavada etc. His brother Kabir

was also a popular director and they directed many successful films together. Santoshi also wrote the lyrics for music in some of the hits. He wrote the hit song from Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge Ye mera dil hai, mera dost hai. 5ec8ef588b
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